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The adaptive use of historic buildings conserves the invested-cost of energy and materials as well 
as encouraging the preservation of these resources and cultural landscapes. The design, 
materials, type of construction, size, shape, site orientation, surrounding landscape and climate 
all play a role in how buildings perform.  Before implementing any energy conservation 
measures to enhance the sustainability of a historic building, the existing energy-efficient 
characteristics of the building should be assessed as historic construction methods and materials 
often maximized natural sources of heating, lighting and ventilation to respond to local climatic 
conditions.  

All projects to renovate or rehabilitate historic buildings require consultation with stakeholders 
under the National Historic Preservation Act.  As part of this process, Commands are directed to 
refer to Implementing Solar PV Projects on Historic Buildings and in Historic Districts 
(available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/51297.pdf ) and Illustrated Guidelines on 
Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (available at http://ncptt.nps.gov/2011/new-
nps-guidelines-on-sustainability-available/) which provide practical advice on projects from solar 
panel installation to heating and air conditioning upgrades to weatherization and insulation in a 
sensitive and cost effective manner that respects and preserves the character defining features of 
the building and the cultural landscape.  Army has completed several successful renovations to 
historic properties that have already received Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) certification.   

 

Fort Belvoir – Building 257, Hill Hall 

In 2009, Fort Belvoir began a two year interior rehabilitation of Building 257, Hill Hall.  
Originally known as Fort Humphreys’ Children’s School, Hill Hall was constructed in 1935. Just 
as the rehabilitation is being financed through a government program, the original construction 
of the school was funded through the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 that was passed 
during the Great Depression as part of the New Deal.  

 The single-story, brick building is designed in the Colonial revival style, which features a 
classical cornice, cupola, fanlights and a gabled roof with slate shingles. These details, in 
addition to its role as the installation’s first school for children, make the building a contributing 
resource to Fort Belvoir’s Historic District.  The building is Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design certified, as the lighting, plumbing and mechanical systems are more 
energy efficient.   

 Some of Hill Hall’s upgrades include better electrical wiring, centralized heat and air-
conditioning and a modernized courtroom. 

 The building received extensive upgrades in regards to lighting, mechanical, and water 
efficiency as well. 
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 During renovation several character-defining features were discovered and the contractor 
was able to preserve features such as the original barrel vaulted ceiling and the terrazzo 
floors in the main hallway.   

 The existing windows were not touched and the original bookcase in the office of the 
Staff Judge Advocate was refinished, but remains intact. 

 

AZ ARNG – Camp Navajo, Building 1 

The Arizona Army National Guard building 1 at Camp Navajo is a 1942 ordinance depot. 
 The final cost of the Camp Navajo Building 1 restoration project came in at only $2.8 

million, as compared to the estimated cost of $13-15 million to build an entirely new 
structure.  

 This building received LEED Silver certification.  
 In reaching LEED Silver, the Design-Build team were able to reduce water usage in 

landscaping by 50%;  
 They reduced over-all water usage by 30%;  
 They reduced energy usage by 20%;  
 They were able to reuse 75 % of building materials; and  
 They diverted greater than 90% of construction waste and maximized Region Priority 

Credits. 
 

IL ARNG – Urbana Armory rehabilitation and restoration 

 Funding for the Urbana project was provided through MILCON, with a projected budget of 
$16 million.  

 The rehab preserved the existing armory while dramatically expanding usable space within 
the building while simultaneously renovating the building to LEED Gold standards vice 
constructing new facilities.  

 A new facility would have required additional funding for land acquisition and the size and 
capacities of a new facility would have been far inferior to the size and resources offered by 
the current Urbana facility.  

 New electrical wiring, insulated walls, energy-efficient lighting systems, energy-efficient 
windows, and an efficient HVAC system were installed. These updates will reduce the 
operating costs significantly for the installation each year. The HVAC system is a zone 
heating and cooling system that can actually draw heat or cold from one room to another, 
allowing for every room to have its own micro-temperature without turning on the system 
compressors. 

 99.9% of the asbestos in the building was removed, and the small remaining portions have 
been abated by encapsulation.   

 Old piping and huge amounts of steel were recycled, and as many materials as possible were 
recovered and reused. Money generated from recycling went back to the contractor under the 
project terms, thereby incentivizing contractors to be as aggressive as possible in landfill 
diversion and recycling rates. 
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 81% of construction, demolition, and land-clearing debris for the project was diverted from 
landfills and incineration, exceeding the 75% benchmark for LEED Gold certification. 

 The construction materials used included at least 20% regional materials, and at least 20% of 
materials were recycled content. 

 69% of wood materials was Forest Stewardship Council certified, exceeding the LEED 
benchmark of 50%. 

 In total, the team’s project recycled 71.64 tons of wood, 78.23 tons of metal, 645.44 tons of 
concrete, and 10.76 tons of cardboard, for a total 806.07 tons of landfill diversion materials. 

 The ILARNG and Urbana project team were able to execute all the planned upgrades and 
restorations while still coming in $1.4 million under budget. 

 

Fort Myer - Quarters 249 rehabilitation 
 
Quarters 249 is a historic artillery barracks constructed in 1903 as Enlisted-Men's Barracks, and 
was in a serious state of disrepair by 2008.  
 The initial cost estimate to retain only the exterior brick walls and complete a major 

renovation of the interior without the reuse of any interior elements exceeded $15 million.  
 SHPO recommendations, to retain the character defining features of the historic cast iron 

columns, timber structure and porches, and if possible, any tin ceiling while making security 
improvements, was still less costly than adhering to the original USACE plan for major 
interior “gutting” of the building.  The cost estimate for this altered plan came in at under $10 
million ($5 million under estimated budget).  

 The design-build team came up with several floor plans to retrofit the standard design of the 
building into a company operations facility, the building’s new use. The new use includes the 
housing of two companies to include office space, arms storage, and other purposed rooms. 
The main foyer and large ceilings were integral to ensuring large, open spaces would be 
available with ample interior lighting. Many original historic features are integrated with the 
new, such as the murals, wood floors and exposed cast iron columns on the first floor. The 
renovation project is expected to achieve LEED Silver rating by the U.S. Green Building 
Council. 

 ATFP guidelines directed hardening of the building and replacement of wood windows.  Ft. 
Myer constructed a steel skeleton within Bldg 249 to avoid damage to original masonry 
building fabric and repaired and retained historic windows on the building façade facing the 
post while replacing windows (with high quality replicas) on the public sides of the building. 

 The building’s renovation to include interior elements saved the Department of the Army 
considerable funds associated with a mission essential renovation project.  

 The project met the sustainable goals set forth by the Department of the Army and the 
USGBC LEED program in a manner sympathetic to the historic nature and importance of the 
building including replacement of selected windows, renovations and repairs of others, and 
improved HVAC systems.  
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Ft. Belvoir – RCI Window Replacement 

Fort Belvoir Residential Communities (FBRC) completed a pilot rehabilitation study, which included the 
rehabilitation of the windows in a single National Register-eligible family housing unit at Fort Belvoir.  

 Based on the results of the study, it was determined that the rehabilitated historic windows 
and proposed replacement window are nearly identical in categories of: energy, cost, 
aesthetics, and health/safety.   

 The study identified that the two windows vary in the categories of installation time, 
operability, and historic integrity.  

 Rehabilitating the existing windows will take roughly 2 to 3 weeks longer than installing 
replacement windows and while the operability of the historic window will be equal to that 
of the replacement window, the presence of the interior storm window will add additional 
steps for opening and closing taking slightly more time for a user to operate. The report also 
confirmed that while the replacement window is aesthetically similar to the rehabilitated 
window, the historic integrity of the quarters will be adversely affected by their installation 
due to the loss of historic fabric.   

 Based on these findings, FBRC recommended that Fort Belvoir pursue window replacement 
for the majority of houses in the Fort Belvoir Historic District (FBHD) with a selection of 
quarters having their windows rehabilitated in order to preserve a portion of windows to the 
highest level of historic integrity.  

 The Garrison Commander directed the Fort Belvoir CRM to begin consultation on the 
proposed action of rehabilitating windows in 16% of housing units in the FBHD, using the 
process approved for the pilot rehabilitation, and replacing windows in the remain 84% of 
units. Fort Belvoir is in the process of submitting the Pilot House Report to the State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO), the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation and Fairfax 
County for review and comment and will be inviting parties to a meeting on December 5, 
2013 (tentative date) to discuss the report findings, the proposed undertaking and the 
development of a draft agreement document to mitigate adverse effects. 

 Section 106 consultation with the SHPO will result in an agreement document to minimize 
and mitigate the adverse effects of replacement. The scope and cost of the potential 
mitigation would depend on the level of replacement selected and future consultation.  

 

New Hampshire Army National Guard Readiness Center 

The New Hampshire Army National Guard needed to add nearly 6,000 square feet of 
additional space for command offices, a platoon leader meeting area, conference room, 
convertible classrooms, a computer lab and other accessory areas at their Milford Readiness 
Center.  
 
The Readiness Center building, constructed in 1955, is one of fourteen armories in New 
Hampshire built during the mid-twentieth century using federal funds and standardized plans 
designed in an “Institutional Modern” style by Irving W. Hersey Associates, 
Architects/Engineers of Durham, NH.  Buildings were designed so that additions could be 
made if required to support more units. These armories were intended to be expandable to 
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accommodate growth and the future missions of the Guard, implying that additions made 
today could be compatible with the original design intent. 
 
After several consultations, the project was revised to create a new addition that would meet 
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and would not destroy historic materials, features, 
spatial relationships and integrity that characterize the property while also meeting mission 
needs.  
 
• The addition is differentiated from the old and is compatible with the historic materials, 
features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and 
its environment.  
• Rather than construction on the main façade of the original building, the addition was 
connected to the north elevation and skewed at an angle.  
• The existing door to the drill hall on the northern elevation of the original building was 
adorned with a corbelled Gibbs-type surround made of brick, a character-defining feature 
that was preserved and incorporated within the inside core of the addition. 
• The massing of the new addition is similar to the historic core, while the front angled 
section comprising classrooms picks up a design feature of the original with a continuous 
band of ribbon windows along the façade.  
 
The consultation process identified creative ways to meet the project needs while also 
respecting the important character-defining features of the historic property.  The building 
design has been well-received by both the users and the Division of Historical Resources and 
the plans for the addition can also act as a prototype for future work at the remaining 
armories, given their similar construction and layout. 
 

IN ARNG Administration Building 5 Rehab 

Stout Field Building 5 rehabilitation demonstrates that reuse of historic properties can be 
"green" and sustainable, while being cost competitive with new construction.  Through this 
project, the INARNG has furthered the preservation ethic of the Army National Guard by 
providing a concrete example of how historic properties can be reutilized to support the 
military mission in a manner that is both cost effective and meets the Army National Guard's 
sustainability goals.  The selected building was built in 1941 from designs by Indianapolis 
architect John P. Parrish as a National Defense Project funded by the federal New Deal 
Works Projects Administration.  This rehab provides an outstanding example of collaboration 
between a State ARNG and the SHPO and as an example of the application of LEED 
objectives in a major rehabilitation project.   

 

 


